Religious titles conferred on monks

Eighty-eight members of the Sangha who passed the 70th Tipitakadhara Tipitakakovida Selection Examination organised by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture were honoured yesterday in Yangon.

The ceremony held at the Mahapasana Cave in Thiri Min-galar Kaba-Aye hillock in Mayangon Township was attended by members of the State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee, Vice President U Myint Swe and wife Daw Khin Thet Htay, Union Minister for Information Dr. Pe Myint, Union Minister for Religious Affairs and Culture Thura U Aung Ko, Yangon Region Chief Minister U Phyo Min Thein, Yangon Command Maj-Gen Thet Pôn, Yangon Region Chief Judge, officials and laypersons.

At the ceremony, the congregation received the Five Precepts from Sayadaw Bhaddanta Pananinsara Bhivamsa.

Afterwards, Sayadaw Bhaddanta Kumara Bhivamsa, Chair of the State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee, delivered the Ovadakahta (speech) and

VP U Henry Van Thio inspect development works in Tonanzag, Chikha

Vice President U Henry Van Thio, who was in Tonanzag Town, Chin State, inspected the development works in the two towns on 17 May.

The Vice President was accompanied by Chin State Chief Minister U Salai Lian Lwal, Chin State Hluttaw Speaker U Zo Bwe, Deputy Minister Rear Admiral Myint Nwe, Deputy Minister U Soe Aung, state ministers and other officials.

In the morning, the vice president and his delegation arrived at the construction site of Tonanzag Town’s multi-purpose natural disaster shelter building and inspected the construction work. During the inspection, the Vice President remarked that the multi-purpose natural disaster shelter building can be used effectively by the local people.

Next, U Henry Van Thio visited Chikha Town, where he was greeted with a traditional dance. He then reached the Khenman Village, where he was greeted again with a traditional dance, after which he inspected the development works in the area.

At the site where a Myanmar-India border market is planned to be constructed, Ministry of Commerce Permanent Secretary U Toe Aung Myint explained the ongoing negotiation and coordination works for the market.
2nd Pyidaungsu Hluttaw’s 8th regular session holds second-day meeting

By Myo Myint, Myothu Hein

The second Pyidaungsu Hluttaw’s eighth regular session held its second-day meeting at the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw meeting hall yesterday.

At the meeting, Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Speaker Mahn Win Kyaw said the Hluttaw had approved the second amendment to the Civil Services Personnel Law and the Explosive Materials Bill.

Next, the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Speaker announced the Hluttaw’s approval for the proposed appointment of U Tin Maung Kyaw as a member of the Constitutional Tribunal of Myanmar.

The Hluttaw also agreed to the matter of reorganising Vice Chairman (2) in the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Joint Bill Committee after the agreement of the Hluttaw was obtained.

Later, the Hluttaw representatives from Tatzadaw Col. Myint Han, Col. Khin Maung Tun and Lt-Col. Hla Naing, U Htay Win Aung addressed the Hluttaw after which the Hluttaw put the matter on record.

The Hluttaw also approved the reorganising of National Education Policy Commission, sent by the union government, after it was explained by Ministry of Education Deputy Minister U Win Maw Tun. In his explanation to the Hluttaw about the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission 2017 Annual Report, chairman U Win Mra said the commission was conducting more works annually, and the cooperation of the government, union ministries and the state/region governments was required. It was observed that some departments responded to the commission after they were informed about the complaints received about them.

The Protection of Wildlife and the Conservation of Natural Areas Bill, sent back by the President with remarks, was discussed by U Maung Soe @ U Soe Thein of Taninthayi Region constituency 10, and the Hluttaw’s approval was obtained after the bill committee tabled a motion.

With no one objecting to the motion, the Hluttaw announced its approval for Myanmar to adopt the third protocol to amend the ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement, sent back by the President.

The third-day meeting of the second Pyidaungsu Hluttaw’s eighth regular session will be held on 22 May.

Third meeting held for Rakhine State documentary

A THIRD MEETING to produce a documentary depicting Rakhine State’s beauty, richness of natural resources, and its simple, honest and friendly local ethnic nationals was held at the meeting hall of Myanma Radio and Television (MRTV) on Pyay Road in Yangon yesterday.

At the meeting, Union Minister for Information Dr. Pe Myint, Patron of the Movies and Documentaries Production Steering Committee, said the documentary would enhance the image of Rakhine State, depict the people living in harmony, show the geography of Rakhine State and serve as a record of the ethnic nationals in Rakhine State.

The movies will be screened in country, as well as promoted on the international stage, said the union minister. The minister also mentioned the establishment of movie studios and training schools for the development of the movie industry, and weekly news and interviews in state-owned media and MRTV about press shows and soon-to-be-screened movies.

Next, Rakhine State Movies and Documentaries Production Steering Committee Chairman U Ye Naing discussed their respective sectors.

This was followed by a discussion of the theme, script and actors by Myanmar Motion Picture Asiayon’s patrons director Baji U Soe Moe and U Aung Lwin, Myanmar Motion Picture Asiayon Chairman U Zin Wine, wanted to discuss the report to enrol their names.

State-owned and private media were also asked to investigate and expose human rights abuses, allowing the commission to respond to them in a timely manner. The Hluttaw then requested the Hluttaw representatives who
State Counsellor receives Myanmar Consul in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, delegations from International organizations separately

STATE Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi received Mr. Peter Chung, Honorary Consul of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, at the Ministry in Nay Pyi Taw at 10 a.m. yesterday; Mr. Mark Andrew Green, Administrator of the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), at 11:00 a.m. on 18th May 2018 and Ms. Laura Londen, the United Nations Assistant Secretary-General and Deputy Executive Director of the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) at 2 p.m. on the 18th May 2018 at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Nay Pyi Taw separately.

During the meeting with Mr. Peter Chung, matters related to investment in the education sector, establishment of international schools in Myanmar and attracting more investments from Canada to Myanmar were cordially discussed.

During the meeting with Mr. Mark Andrew Green, Administrator of the USAID, they discussed existing and future development assistance programmes including food security, agriculture, health and humanitarian assistance by the USAID.

Moreover, they exchanged views on Myanmar’s endeavours and challenges regarding the repatriation of displaced persons from the Rakhine State as well as possibilities of creating jobs and livelihood opportunities for both communities to live peacefully and harmoniously in the Rakhine State.

During the meeting with Ms. Laura Londen, the United Nations Assistant Secretary-General and Deputy Executive Director of the UNFPA, they exchanged views on the cooperation programme with the UNFPA including 2014 population and housing census, data analyzing, family planning, quality of life and reduction of maternal mortality—Myanmar News Agency.

That is why in the coming year 1380, our Union Government has decided to keep in high regard the need for “collective strength” to overcome our country’s challenges.

(Excerpt from the speech by State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi on the 2nd Anniversary of NLD Government on 1st April 2018)

I will carry out the implementation of the priority goals of the Union Government which are as follows:
1. Rule of law and improvement of the socio-economic life of the people,
2. National Reconciliation and internal peace,
3. Amending the Constitution which is the foundation for building a Democratic Federal Republic.

(Excerpt from the speech by President U Win Myint at the ceremony to take oath of office at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw on 30th March 2018)
US, Germany to buy organic tea from Myanmar

The United States and Germany have proposed to buy fresh and dried organic tea leaves from Myanmar this year.

“The US and German companies have shown interest in buying certified organic tea. Germany has proposed to buy small amounts eventually,” said U Tun Myaing, chairman of Myanmar Tea Growers and Exporters Association.

The US has proposed to buy 20 tonnes of fresh tea leaves, while Germany has proposed to purchase a few tonnes of dried tea leaves.

In 2016, Myanmar exported five tonnes of dried tea leaves to Germany and 10 tonnes of fresh tea leaves to the US.

Although the US had proposed to buy 10 tonnes of fresh tea leaves in 2017, exporters failed to meet the demand because of delays in receiving the organic certificates by the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA).

Earlier, tea exports only required certificates issued by the Agriculture Department, but buyers have been demanding additional certificates from the FDA, as of last year. Only three tea production companies in Myanmar are certified for the organic farming of tea.—GNLM

Eight injured in bus accident on old Yangon-Mandalay highway

At least eight people were injured when a bus flipped over on the old Yangon-Mandalay highway in Meiktila Township, Mandalay Region, on Friday morning, according to police.

The accident took place between milepost 333/3 and 333/4 on the road near the Power Full filling station at 10:10 am on 18 May.

Travelling towards Nay Pyi Taw from Meiktila, a passenger bus carrying 15 people and driven by Hein Boe Aung, 26, flipped over and onto the shoulder of the road after he lost control, according to police.

The accident left eight people injured, including four men and four women, who are now being treated at Meiktila Hospital.

Police have registered the case and ordered investigations to determine the cause of the accident.

Police have filed charges against the driver under Section 278/337 and 338 of the Penal Code, charging him with reckless driving.—Thein Myint Kyaw (Meiktila)
Exports rise $299mln in current FY, trade deficit up $153mln

MYANMAR’s exports reached US$1.4 billion over the 41 days in the current transitional fiscal year, up by $299.4 million over the same period last year, according to the latest weekly trade report from the Ministry of Commerce.

The country’s imports during the period were $2.2 billion, which showed an increase in value of $453 million as against the same period last year.

The gap between imports and exports, as of May 11, was $808.5 million. The current trade deficit was marginally higher at $153.8 million, in comparison with the same period in the last year when the country had a trade deficit of $654.7 million, the data showed.

The major commodity groups showing positive export growth between 1 April and 11 May include animal products, fisheries, minerals and manufactured goods, whereas exports of forest-based products, agricultural goods and miscellaneous decreased $61.7 million, compared to last year.

Myanmar chiefly exports three groups of commodities, including capital goods, intermediate goods and consumer products, which saw an increase in value from both public and private sectors during the one and a half months of this financial year.

The country’s import value is annually greater than its exports, causing a trade deficit. It suffered a total trade deficit of more than $3.9 billion last fiscal year. —Shwe Khine

Trade in turmeric roots cools in domestic market

TRADE in turmeric roots grown in Shan State has cooled in the domestic market, according to local retailers.

The market sees a steady decline in trade, as the demand for turmeric roots dwindled. The major buyers are from Yangon and Mandalay, who bought not only turmeric, but also ginger from Shan State, followed by buyers from Mawlamyine and Pyay towns.

According to the trade record, only 500 tons of turmeric was sold last month. In April, the price for a viss (3.6 pounds) of turmeric was sold at Ks1,500, depending upon its quality and freshness.

In the export market, China, India, Singapore and Malaysia are the main overseas buyers for the country’s higher quality turmeric roots.

When compared with previous years, there is very little export demand for turmeric this year, according to a retailer. Turmeric roots are widely used in the manufacture of medicines. The spice is an important ingredient in treating arthritis, stomach aches and diarrhoea. Turmeric is used not only as a principal spice, but also in religious ceremonies in Southeast Asia.—Khine Khine

Rice market cools down in Yangon this week

THE domestic rice market has cooled, having seen a decline in the arrivals of both low and high quality rice this week, according to a wholesale center in downtown Yangon.

Based upon quality, the current wholesale prices of high-quality rice remained between Ks35,000 and Ks34,000 per bag. The current prices are not different from that of last week’s rice selling prices, however, the price of newly harvested Pawsan Rice rose to Ks38,500 this week, from Ks37,000 last week.

The current prices of low-quality rice also remained unchanged, in comparison with last year. Depending upon the quality, a bag of rice sold for Ks19,700-Ks22,500, while newly harvested, low-quality rice sold for Ks23,000-Ks27,700 per bag.

For the time being, the local rice market is expected to remain cool, and anticipates a decline in the arrivals of both low and high quality rice this week, according to wholesalers.

The country normally exports rice, parboiled rice, sticky rice and broken rice to overseas buyers, including in the Ivory Coast, Singapore, Senegal, Sri Lanka, Russia and some European states, China and Bangladesh.—Swe Nyein

Sino-Myanmar border trade through Muse gate trade tops $577mln this FY

BILATERAL trade between Myanmar and the People’s Republic of China through the Muse border reached US$577.8 million this fiscal year, an increase by over $163.9 million compared to the same period last year, according to the Commerce Ministry.

Situated between Myanmar and China, the Muse border trade camp has the highest volume and value of total border trade, compared to other trade camps. The trade value of commodities being transported through the Muse station between 1 April and 11 May this year included $396.8 million in exports and $181.064 million in imports.

Despite an increase in the value of bilateral exports during the period, the imports coming through the Muse trade station saw a slight decrease in value, by $3.6 million against last year.

This time last year, the total border trade value at Muse was $412.9 million, including exports worth $229.6 million and imports worth $184.7 million.
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Religious titles conferred on monks

FROM PAGE 1
Union Minister for Religious Affairs and Culture Thura U Aung Ko supplicated a report on religious affairs.

Vice President U Myint Swe presented the Tipitakadhara Tipitakakovida title and insignia to Ashin Sītha Nanna Linkara of Tipitaka Mahā Gandarwina Monastery in Dagon Myothit (East) Township.

Union Ministers Dr. Pe Myint and Thura U Aung Ko, Yangon Region Chief Minister U Phyo Min Thein, Commander Maj-Gen Thein Pon, Yangon Region Chief Judge and officials also presented certificates to the monks.

The Tipitakadhara Tipitakakovida Selection Examinations have been held in Myanmar for 70 years.

The Sacred Tipitakadhara Tipitakakovida Selection Examination takes 33 days.

In the 70th examination, 307 monks took part, an increased from the 291 who took the examination last year. —GNLM

A ceremony to confer religious titles to winners of the Tipitakadhara Examination is held in Yangon. PHOTO: ZAW MIN LATT

Thura U Shwe Mann receives Ambassador of Japan to Myanmar

Chairman of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw’s Commission for Legal Affairs and Special Cases Assessment Thura U Shwe Mann received Ambassador of Japan Mr. Ichiro Maruyama at the Hluttaw Building Hall I-11 in Nay Pyi Taw yesterday morning.

They discussed matters related to legal affairs, and the boosting of bilateral relations and cooperation at the meeting.

—Myanmar News Agency

Vice Chairman of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference arrives

At the invitation of the Amyotha Hluttaw Speaker, a delegation led by Vice Chairman of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference Mr. Wang Zhengwei arrived in Yangon yesterday.

The delegation was welcomed by Amyotha Hluttaw’s Hluttaw Rights Committee Secretary U Maung Maung Latt, Chinese Ambassador to Myanmar Mr. Hong Liang and officials at Yangon International Airport.—Myanmar News Agency

KNU resolves political problems through political means

By Ye Kaung Nyunt

The Tatmadaw had announced its agreement to temporarily halt the construction of Kepu-Lwemupalaw road to enable the locals to move and live freely in the region after Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Senior General Min Aung Hlaing met with Karen National Union (KNU) Chairman Saw Mutu Sae Poe in Yangon Command on 17 May.

After the announcement by the Tatmadaw, KNU also announced the Tatmadaw’s agreement to suspend the construction of the road in the Lwemupalaw area under the control of the KNU and to withdraw the Tatmadaw forces assigned for security reasons in the area, allowing the locals to move and live freely in the region. The announcement added that KNU will establish a federal union based on democracy and a federal system with a policy aimed at resolving political problems through political means.

Union-level Joint Monitoring Committee (JMC-U) secretary (1) Dr. Shwe Kha said, “Yesterday, leaders from the two sides met. After both sides knew about the true situation, construction of the road was temporarily halted. The forces deployed there will be withdrawn. Now is the time when the locals are farming, so a decision was made for the locals to be allowed do their work in peace. When the top leaders met, the problem is resolved. Due to this, the local commanders are not required to meet as scheduled on the third week of May.”

The Tatmadaw previously said the reason for constructing the road in Papun District, Kepu and Lwemupalaw area was to supply the Tatmadaw forward positions before the rainy season, causing KNU Brigade (5) some concern and prompting skirmishes starting from 3 March.
VP U Henry Van Thio inspects development works in Tonzang, Chikha Townships

FROM PAGE 1

Later, at the Chikha Town Road Department guest house, Ministry of Construction State Director U Kyaw Myo Htut explained to U Henry Van Thio the plan to upgrade some 90 miles of road, namely, 30 miles of Tiddim-Tonzang-Chikha road, 30 miles of Haka-Matupi road and 30 miles of Matupi-Palewa road to an 18 feet wide concrete road and 12 feet wide asphalt road; the works conducted to clear in a short time the Kalay-Falam road blocked by a landslide; and the status of conducting preventive measures, such as widening the road and constructing retaining walls. Ministry of Construction Permanent Secretary U Win Tint provided additional explanations wherever necessary.

The Vice President said that more efforts must be made to ensure the roads, which are the main transport mode for the people of Chin State, are easily accessible throughout the year. Improving the road communication will help promote the socio-economic development of (Chin) state and its people. The vice president said.

The Vice President and his delegation then reached Chikha Town's 16-bed station hospital, where the hospital superintendent Dr. Htan Shan Khaing and other officials explained and demonstrated the planting of silkworm plant farm, where farm officials explained and demonstrated the status of constructing the extension ward and providing medical care to the people. Following this, the Vice President encouraged the local people undergoing treatment in the hospital and presented them with cash support.

In the afternoon, the Vice President inspected the upgrading of the Tiddim-Chikha road and the 450-feet-long double highway Natzan bridge over Manipur River near Natzan Village. The Vice President said the road must be constructed according to the set norm and stressed on its long-term durability.

Later, the Vice President and his delegation arrived in Tonzang Town's 25-bed Township People's Hospital, where the hospital superintendent Dr. Htan Shan Khaing and other officials explained and demonstrated the planting of silkworm plant farm, also called Morus or Mulberry plant, and the silkworm breeding house. The vice president said planting silkworm plants would increase the income of the local families, and it could replace the slash-burn farming system. He asked for the farms to be systematically upgraded and to inform the people in a timely manner the latest research findings so that the planting of silkworm plants can be done in an economically viable manner.

Vice President U Henry Van Thio visits the construction site for the natural disaster shelter in Tonzang, Chin State. PHOTO: MNA

The Tonzang silkworm plant farm is situated beside Tiddim-Tonzang road at the entrance to Tonzang Town and was established in 1965. Tonzang Town is some 4,800 feet above the sea level, and the weather and location is ideal for silkworm plants and silkworm breeding. It has the potential to become a cash crop for local farmers and during the 1979-1980 period, more than 80,000 silkworm cocoons were produced here.

In the evening, the Vice President went to Tiddim's 100-bed people's hospital to inspect the healthcare services provided there, encouraged the patients undergoing treatment and presented them with cash assistance.

Later, the Vice President inspected the construction of the two-storey eight room staff house. The house was constructed in the 2017-2018 fiscal year using Ks200 million.—MNA

Maungtaw students complete basic firefighting course

By Naing Lin Kyi, Zin Oo

A completion ceremony for a pre-summer basic firefighting course for Maungtaw Township students was held in Maungtaw District Maungtaw Township Fire Services Department office yesterday morning.

At the ceremony, Maungtaw Township administrator U Myint Khaing delivered a course completion speech, and prizes were awarded to outstanding trainees of the pre-summer basic firefighting course for students.

Next, winners of best prizes in the subjects on firefighting and search & rescue were presented with awards, while course trainees were presented with course completion certificates by the head of the Maungtaw Township police force, the executive officer of township development committee and the township Fire Services Department head.

Maungtaw District Fire Services Department head U Thant Sin said, “Under the guidance of Rakhine State minister for security and border affairs, the course was conducted for students in Maungtaw to be ready to prevent the outbreak of fires in the summer. In Maungtaw region, natural disasters like storms are encountered yearly, and whether it is a natural disaster or an outbreak of fire, the course was conducted with an aim to have cooperation between township and district and to benefit the school and the local area.” The township fire services department usually conducts these courses, but no courses were held in 2016 and 2017. This year, a total of 40 trainees attended the two-week course that was held from 7 to 18 May. Similarly a pre-summer basic firefighting course for students in Maungtaw District Buthidaung Township was held from 7 to 18 May.
**WHENEVER a coal-fired power plant project was implemented, there would always be implications in some countries.**

The non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and environmental activ-

ists will demonstrate vehemently against their constructions. We must understand that the Myanmar-Bangladesh border is being constantly affected by the construction of those structures. Article 14 of the Treaty between Myanmar and Bangladesh on the Demarcation of the Section of the Boundary of the ‘Naf River’ signed in 1962 states that "the construction of the two countries and the agreed verification forms shall be shared with them."

We would like to urge Bangladesh to provide information on its roadmap and the repatriation process involving the completion of transit camps on the Bangladesh side as well as the promi-
nement of awareness among the prospective returnees on the bilateral agreements between the two countries and the agreed verification forms shall be shared with them.

Bangladesh is adhering the truth and vilifying the Government and the people of Myanmar to mislead international condemnation and to exert maximum political pressure on Myanmar. We need full and sincere cooperation of the Gov-
ernment of Bangladesh if the repatriation process is to be successful.

Myanmar reiterate its readiness to accept the verified displaced people and their families as per the 1989 Triennial Review of the Evacuation of the Earlier 78,000 Burmese and 440,000 as well as 1,211 verified persons (as of 2 May 2018) to sustain its credibility and commence the repatriation of the earlier verified 718,000

and 444 Hindus as well as 1,101 verified persons (as of 2 May 2018) out of the repatriated people from Bangladesh and urged the Bangladeshi side to cooperate in this process.

According to the 2018 Triennial Review, a country has to meet three eligibility criteria for LDC graduation, namely (i) Gross National Income (GNI) per capita of US$1,230 or above (ii) Human Development Index (HDI) of 0.61 or above and (iii) Economically vulnerable index (EVI) of 0.22 or below. According to the 2018 Triennial Review, Myanmar's Gross National Income (GNI) per capita stands at US$1,215 and its HDI is 0.718 and its Economically vulnerable index (EVI) is 0.37.
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According to the 2018 Triennial Review of the Evacuation of the Earlier 718,000 Burmese and 440,000 as well as 1,211 verified persons (as of 2 May 2018) to sustain its credibility and commence the repatriation of the earlier verified 718,000 Burmese and 440,000 as well as 1,211 verified persons (as of 2 May 2018) out of the repatriated people from Bangladesh and urged the Bangladeshi side to cooperate in this process.

According to the 2018 Triennial Review, a country has to meet three eligibility criteria for LDC graduation, namely (i) Gross National Income (GNI) per capita of US$1,230 or above (ii) Human Development Index (HDI) of 0.61 or above and (iii) Economically vulnerable index (EVI) of 0.22 or below. According to the 2018 Triennial Review, Myanmar’s Gross National Income (GNI) per capita stands at US$1,215 and its HDI is 0.718 and its Economically vulnerable index (EVI) is 0.37.
Sherpa shortage takes a toll on Everest

EVEREST BASE CAMP (Napal) — The Everest industry is suffering from a dangerous shortage of its most important resource: experienced Sherpa guides.

Ethnic Sherpas from the valleys around Everest have become synonymous with high altitude climbing. With their unique ability to work in a low-oxygen, high altitude atmosphere, they are the backbone of the industry, hauling clients and equipment to the top of the 8,848-metre (29,029-foot) mountain.

The number of Everest climbers has more than doubled in two decades, however, and the Sherpa supply has not kept pace. Raw recruits are now being used to reach the top and it has already taken a toll.

Dawa Sange Sherpa, 20, summited Mount Everest last year — a first for him and the climber he was with. On the way down, the cold, lack of oxygen and exhaustion took hold. The pair collapsed just below the summit and were found hours later, barely alive. “My friend said to me, ‘He’s done’. But I found a small pulse in him,” said guide Ang Tshering Lama, who found Sange.

Everest victim

Lama dragged the unconscious Sange back down the mountain while others helped his client. Both had severe frostbite. Sange lost all of his fingers, spelling the end of his short career on Everest.

Sange was not meant to be guiding that year. He was planned to be carrying equipment up the mountain, a job many young Sherpas do before graduating to become guides.

“I was in the second team, in which untrained Sherpas usually carry the equipment and food from the base camp to camp two, three and four,” Sange said.

But his employer, Seven Summit Treks, the largest Nepali-based expedition operator, had more than 60 clients on Everest and needed someone to take a paying climber to the top.

Head of Seven Summit Treks Mingma Sherpa said Sange was ready to be a guide and had previously summited Everest. Sange said he had not.

Nine other Sherpas from Seven Summit Treks were rescued on Everest that year, but Mingma denied there were any problems.

“A Sherpa can summit five times, eight times but sometimes he gets a problem. That’s the body,” he said. With the climbing season barely started, so far this year at least four Sherpas from Seven Summit Treks have already sustained frostbite, according to base camp sources.

*Risky business*

No qualifications are needed to work on Everest. Some expedition operators require staff to do one of two short courses for mountain workers. Others do not. Dawa Steven Sherpa of Asian Trekking requires all staff to have done the NMA course. He said that budget expedition operators hire inexperienced Sherpas to cut costs.

“As long as his name is Sherpa,” he quipped of the recruit, “as long as his name is Sherpa, they will hire him. They don’t want to spend extra money to train new Sherpas,” Mingma said.

Phurba Tashi Sherpa, head Sherpa with the Himalayan Experience company, who has summited Everest 21 times, said it was becoming more difficult to find experienced Sherpa for his team.

Over 47 kg of drugs seized in SW China

KUNMING — Police in southwest China's Yunnan Province have caught one suspect and seized 47,446 kilograms of drugs, local police said Friday.

Earlier this month, police in Dehong prefecture received information that someone was planning to transport a large amount of drugs across the border into China.

On May 11, police caught a man allegedly carrying over 45 kilograms of opium and more than two kilograms of methamphetamine on a motorcycle in the city of Ruili.

The case is under further investigation. Yunnan is a major front in China's battle against drug crime, as it borders the Golden Triangle known for its rampant drug production and trafficking.

Two civilians killed in shelling in eastern Ukraine

KIEV — At least two civilians were killed and two others wounded early Friday during a shelling in the village of Troitske in Ukraine's conflict-hit eastern Lugansk region, authorities said.

Yury Garbus, head of the Lugansk regional military-civilian administration, said on Facebook that Troitske was attacked by 122-millimeter-caliber artillery shortly after midnight, with at least 15 shells landing in the village.

Five dead in E China traffic accident

NANCHANG — Five people were killed in a traffic accident in east China's Jiangxi Province, local authorities said Friday.

The accident occurred Friday noon when a car collided with a truck on the Hukou section of the S214 provincial road.

Two people died at the scene and three died later in hospital.

An investigation into the cause of the accident is underway.
Trump dampens chances of trade deal with China

WASHINGTON — US and Chinese officials face a new round of tough trade talks on Friday as President Donald Trump discounted chances of a deal, but Beijing extended a potential olive branch.

Trump met with a Chinese delegation headed by Vice Premier Liu He on Thursday as talks aimed at easing frictions between the economic powers got underway.

“The two sides agreed to continue the discussions on Friday,” the White House said.

But speaking earlier in the day about the prospects for the talks to be successful, Trump was not optimistic, saying: “I tend to doubt it.”

“China has become very spoiled... Because they always gave us 100 per cent of whatever they wanted from the United States,” he said. “Trump unleashed a barrage of criticism against former US administrations for allowing Beijing to take advantage of the United States.

“We have been ripped off by China. And an evacuation of wealth like no country has ever seen before given to another country that’s rebuilt itself based on a lot of the money that they’ve taken out of the United States,” he said.

“Trade has been a total one-way street,” Trump said. “And I explained to (China’s) President Xi (Jinping) that we can’t do that anymore.”

But hours later, China’s commerce ministry announced that it was terminating its anti-dumping and anti-subsidy probe into US sorghum imports, saying punitive measures would increase costs for the Chinese livestock industry and consumers.

Provisional duties had been imposed last month. Tariffs on sorghum would hurt farmers in states such as Kansas, Texas, Colorado and Oklahoma, which are also major Republican-leaning states that make up Trump’s electoral base.

Separately, the Chinese delegation has offered a $20 billion reduction in its annual trade surplus with the US by increasing American imports and other measures, according to Bloomberg News, which cited a Trump administration official. Such a reduction is among a list of US demands.

‘Meet each other halfway’

Trump also had harsh words for the European Union, which is likewise at loggerheads with Washington over US export tariffs on steel and aluminum.

“The European Union has been terrible to the United States on trade,” he said. “They’ve been terrible to our workers.”

China’s Liu held talks with Trump and other top US officials, saying the two countries should “meet each other halfway; respect each other, and work together to push forward bilateral ties in a healthy and stable manner,” according to China’s official Xinhua news service.—AFP

Sri Lanka elephants face plastic danger foraging dumps for food

COLOMBO — At a garbage dump in central Sri Lanka a herd of wild elephants forage among a mountain of rubbish, swallowing dangerous scraps of plastic mixed with rotting food in what experts warn is an increasing problem for the revered animals.

Due to illegal dumping near wildlife sanctuaries, hundreds of Sri Lanka’s estimated 7,500 wild elephants now scavenge at rubbish tips and many are being made sick by what they eat, Jayantha Jayewardene, an expert on Asian elephants, said.

“Sri Lanka considers elephants to be a national treasure, but we see these animals reduced to eating rubbish,” Jayewardene told AFP Thursday.

“They have become docile and got so used to tractors bringing them garbage.”

A herd of 20 wild elephants at Habarana in the east of Sri Lanka has become totally dependent on rubbish and behaved almost like domestic animals waiting for tractors to tip the garbage.

“These elephants no longer forage in the jungle. They are like zoo animals. It is a sad sight to see national treasures picking through rotting rubbish,” he said.

The animals can be seen covered in smelly garbage and rooting among piles of plastic bottles, a far cry from the majestic jumbos portrayed in travel brochures.

Jayewardene said the solid waste included plastic scraps despite a government ban on non-biodegradable polythene. Hundreds of elephants elsewhere are also known to forage at dozens of rubbish tips near elephant habitats.

“Elephants are getting sick by eating plastics,” he said. “We don’t, however, have post mortem evidence yet of polythene causing deaths, but this is a real concern.”

The government last year banned the open dumping of garbage near wildlife sanctuaries to discourage elephants from risking their lives by foraging for rotting food.

At one dump in Digampathana, 160 kilometres (100 miles) northeast of Colombo, an elephant was recently seen trying to open a plastic sack to get at an onion and ended up swallowing the plastic as well.

The government has ordered electric fences be erected around more than 50 dumps near elephant habitats to keep the roaming beasts away. Some have not been put up while others are ineffective, according to local residents.

“Around 300 wild elephants are hanging around them (dumps),” the government said in a statement issued last year. “When elephants consume bacteria-infested waste... it shortens their lifespan.”

The problem is worse for a herd of spotted deer at Koneswaram in the northeastern district of Trincomalee where frequent deaths have been reported due to plastic poisoning.

Local wildlife officials told AFP that there was no effective enforcement of the garbage ban.

Sri Lanka cracked down on haphazard disposal of garbage after 35 people were buried alive when a huge 30-metre (100-foot) rubbish tip at the edge of the capital Colombo collapsed destroying more than 100 homes.

Since then, plastics have been banned and prosecutions have been threatened for illegal dumping.

But enforcement remains a problem. Elephants are venerated in Buddhism, the majority religion in Sri Lanka, and are protected by law.—AFP
WASHINGTON _ US President Donald Trump tried to put his summit with Kim Jong Un back on track Thursday, offering the North Korean leader guarantees of staying in power if he abandons nuclear weapons. As prospects for a historic summit next month between the two leaders dimmed, Trump told reporters that if the meeting were to go ahead successfully, Kim “will get protections that will be very strong.”

“He’d be in his country and running his country. His country would be very rich.”

But the pledge came barbed with a warning that if diplomacy fails, Kim could suffer the same fate as Libya’s Moamer Kadhafi, who was overthrown and killed by rebels. Trump’s comments came as Pyongyang appeared to cool to the idea of the sit-down in Singapore on 12 June, denouncing US demands for “unilateral nuclear abandonment.” Trump suggested Kim’s apparent about-face may have been at the behest of Chinese leader Xi Jinping.

“It could very well be that he’s influencing Kim Jong Un,” Trump said, citing a recent meeting between the pair; their second in a month’s time. “We’ll see what happens.” For decades, Washington has watched in horror as North Korea — propped up by trade with China — has made a series of technological leaps toward building a missile capable of carrying a nuclear weapon to US cities.

That grim achievement is now within reach, prompting Trump to launch a campaign of “maximum pressure” on the regime, coupled with the offer of talks. A series of landmark meetings between Kim and his South Korean counterpart and between North Korean and US officials had made diplomacy look like the more likely avenue.

Libya model

After the months of photo-ops and diplomatic backslap- ping, a North Korean official was quoted as saying the summit may not go ahead.

The official also groused about Trump’s National Security Advisor John Bolton, who referred to Libya as a model for denuclearization.

In 2003, Kadhafi agreed to the elimination of his country’s nuclear program and chemical weapons arsenal to gain sanctions relief. But Trump, and Pyongyang, appeared to zero in on what happened a decade later during the Libyan revolution, when NATO-backed rebels ousted the government and killed Kadhafi. “The Libyan model isn’t a model that we have in mind at all when we’re thinking of North Korea,” Trump said while sitting at arm’s length from Bolton in the Oval Office.

“If you look at that model with Kadhafi, that was a total decimation. We went in there to beat him,” Trump said.

“Now, that model would take place if we don’t make a deal, most likely,” he warned Pyongyang. “But if we make a deal, I think Kim Jong Un is going to be very, very happy.”

Although the Kim-Trump summit remains up in the air, preparations are continuing.

“North Korea is actually talking to us about times and everywhere else as though nothing happened,” said Trump.

“We are continuing to negotiate in terms of location... where to meet, how to meet, rooms, everything else and negotiating like nothing happened.” —AFP

---

MIAMI — An exploding e-cigarette killed a Florida man and set fire to his apartment, an autopsy has found.

In what is believed to be the first death from a vaping pen explosion in the United States, 38-year-old Tallmadge D’Elia died when two pieces of the e-cigarette lodged themselves in his cranium, the Pinellas County medical examiner said. D’Elia was discovered when firefighters broke into the burning apartment in St Petersburg, Florida, on 5 May. The fire was found to have been caused by the exploding device, and resulted in 80 per cent burns to his body. The lethal vaporing device was identified as a Smok-E Mountain brand, which is manufactured in the Philippines, according to the local Tampa Bay Times newspaper. It said the device was known as a “mechanical mod” e-cigarette, which lacks some of the safety features that other makes have, including computer chips to prevent them from overheating.

“A regulated device typically contains electronic circuitry, built-in safety features, and adjustable power settings,” Gregory Conley, president of the American Vaping Association, told AFP.

“In contrast, a mechanical mod is unregulated and works simply by drawing the power of a battery to an atomizer,” he said.

“If the battery in a mechanical mod over-discharges and the device doesn’t contain enough air holes to allow the battery to vent, there is a risk of explosion.” The coroner’s report did not specify what made the vape pen explode. The Smok-E Mountain brand’s Facebook page had been taken down on Thursday. According to FEMA, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, there were 195 fires and explosions involving electronic cigarettes between 2009 and 2016 in the United States. None of them was fatal, although a fire safety officer who studied the cases told the ‘Tampa Bay Times they could result in “horrible injuries” to the face, and to the thigh and groin area if they exploded in users’ pockets.

The Food and Drug Administration warns that the devices can explode and cause severe injuries, noting that while the exact causes of such incidents remains unsolved, they appear to be mostly linked to lithium-ion batteries, which are also used in cell phones. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has said that “e-cigarettes have the potential to benefit adult smokers who are not pregnant if used as a complete substitute for regular cigarettes and other smoked tobacco products.”

However, a study carried out on mice, and reported in the National Academy of Sciences’ publication PNAS in January, showed that vaping can increase the risk of certain types of cancer and heart disease. —AFP
Biggest eruption at Hawaii volcano since it became more active

HAWAII — Hawaii’s Kilauea volcano erupted from its summit early Thursday, shooting a huge plume of ash miles into the sky and prompting authorities to urge area residents to take cover.

The Hawaii Volcano Observatory said the explosion within Kilauea’s Halemaumau crater — the biggest since the volcano became more active on 3 May — had produced a volcanic cloud that reached as high as 30,000 feet (9,000 meters) and was drifting downwind to the northeast.

“Not your average wake-up call at the Kilauea Volcano summit,” the US Geological Survey said of the 4:17 am (local time) blast that lasted a few minutes. The Observatory said residents living along the path of the ash plume should take shelter, and maintained a code red aviation alert signaled on Tuesday, meaning no air traffic was permitted in the area. “At any time, activity may again become more explosive, increasing the intensity of ash production and producing ballistic projectiles near the vent,” it said in a statement.

Authorities by afternoon said weak winds and rain meant that ash fallout from the latest eruption was largely contained in areas around the Kilauea summit. “We’ve had reports of light ash fall in Hawaii’s Volcanoes National Park and we expect that folks may be experiencing trace ash fall around Volcano Village,” Michelle Coombs, a volcanologist at the US Geological Survey, told reporters at a daily briefing.

“We expect activity could wax and wane like this in the near future,” she added. Kilauea is one of the most active volcanoes in the world and one of five on Hawaii’s Big Island. It started erupting on 3 May, prompting about 2,000 people to flee from their mountain side homes. The latest steam-driven burst on Thursday came two days after Halemaumau crater sent “ballistic blocks” of rock and another massive plume of volcanic ash shooting into the sky.

Kevin Kushel, a resident of the island, told AFP that Thursday’s plume of smoke could be seen miles away.

“I just went to Pahoa and it’s a smoke-filled nightmare, the likes of which I’ve only imagined from reading about Pompeii,” he said. Precursor to major eruption

Scientists believe the volcanic activity may be a precursor to a major eruption similar to the one that shook the island in the mid 1920s. But they say they expect no loss of life given that the most exposed residential areas have been evacuated and the region where the volcano is located — on the southeastern part of the island — is not densely populated.

Geologists say the latest eruptions are being caused by lava levels substantially draining at the summit.

“The magma is something like 300 or 400 meters below the surface, and when that happens, ground water can get that close to the volcano where the magma is and it can heat up steam... and issue out of the ground explosively.”

Kevin Rubin, who heads the department of geology and geophysics at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, told AFP.—AFP

A friend of the man who carried out a deadly knife attack in Paris was charged with associating with criminal terrorists while two women were detained for questioning as the investigation gathers speed. PHOTO:AFP

CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

M.V KUO HISIUNG VOY. NO. ( 1085 S/N )
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V KUO HISIUNG VOY. NO. ( 1085 S/N ) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 19-5-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of H.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT
MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY
AGENT FOR: M/S NEW GOLDEN SEA
SHIPPING LINE
Phone No: 2301185

CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

M.V TROGIR VOY. NO. ( 1126 )
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V TROGIR VOY. NO. ( 1126 ) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 21-5-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of MITT where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT
MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY
AGENT FOR: M/S CA SHIPPING PTE LTD
Phone No: 2301928

CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

M.V PACITA VOY. NO. ( 023 W/E )
Consignees of cargo carried on M.V PACITA VOY. NO. ( 023 W/E ) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 19-5-2018 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of MITT/ AIP where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to Claim’s Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT
MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY
AGENT FOR: M/S NEW GOLDEN SEA LINES
Phone No: 2301185
The LA cottage where Meghan learned how to take tea with the Queen

LOS ANGELES—Months before meeting the Queen for the first time and having a “cuppa” with her Majesty, Meghan Markle brushed up on tea drinking etiquette at a cottage near Los Angeles—where she was apparently a natural.

“Well, she learned it all here,” Edmund Fry, the British-born owner of Rose Tree Cottage in Pasadena, told AFP in an interview this week. “On a scale of one to 10, by the time she finished coming to us, I would say she would probably be a 9.5.

“But I have to say that because I want her to come back for the other half point.”

Fry said the California-born actress, who will marry Prince Harry this weekend, on several occasions visited the picturesque tea room — decked out with all things British — where she was given the inside track on tea drinking. “She came with friends and was very relaxed and very much in control,” he recalled.

He said he shared some tips on the quintessential tea experience with the soon-to-be new member of the royal family, as she munched on traditional finger sandwiches and scones.

Edmund Fry displays the proper way to hold a tea cup at The Rose Tree Cottage in Pasadena, near Los Angeles. PHOTO: AFP

Meghan Markle, Grace Kelly: stars who became royalty

PARIS—Meghan Markle is not the first American actress to give up her career for the love of a prince. More than six decades ago her fellow countrywoman Grace Kelly walked away from Hollywood to take on a new role as princess of Monaco.

And despite marked differences in the women’s trajectories, royal observers say Markle, like Kelly, could bring a welcome dash of modern flair to a royal family better known for hewing to tradition no matter the cost.

“Meghan Markle is the Grace Kelly of the iPhone generation,” said Ana Romero, a monarchy specialist in Spain.

It was a photographer for French society magazine Paris Match who orchestrated Prince Rainier’s first meeting with Kelly, muse of Alfred Hitchcock, during the Cannes film festival in 1955.

At 26 years old, Kelly was at the height of her career, having just won an Oscar for her role in “The Country Girl” alongside Bing Crosby. Less than a year later she had married into royalty: love at first sight for some, a marriage of convenience for others.

But no one doubts that Rainier’s union with one of the brightest stars of the silver screen put his domain on the map.

“Grace Kelly gave a spectacular boost to the image of the tiny principality. After the wedding tourists started coming in force, hoping to see the royal couple,” said Bertrand Tessier, a French journalist who wrote a book on Kelly.

But the price of this success was the end of Kelly’s dreams of continuing to act. “The prince absolutely did not want his subjects to see his wife kissing another man, even if it was only the movies,” Tessier said.

“This was the most dramatic moment of Grace’s life. She had been sure she would be able to quickly return but realised it wouldn’t happen,” he added.

“She had to choose whether to be a princess or an actress, but she couldn’t be both.”

A new chapter

History now seems to be repeating itself, but with a few twists.

Markle, who met Harry on a blind date two years ago, has said she will abandon acting to quickly return but realised it wouldn’t happen.

“I will be a new chapter,” said the 36-year-old, who will no longer be part of the hit US law series “Suits” in which she starred for seven seasons.— AFP

Cumberbatch Cold War thriller is snapped up at Cannes

CANNES—A Cold War spy thriller starring “Sherlock” star Benedict Cumberbatch has been one of the big sellers at the Cannes film festival, reports said Thursday.

“Ironbark” is based on the story of British spy and businessman Greville Wynne, who handled the double agent Oleg Penkovsky, a Russian military intelligence officer who tipped off Britain and the US about Soviet missiles in Cuba.

The information he fed through Wynne—who was arrested in Budapest and sentenced to eight years in prison in 1963—was among the most important of the Cold War. Rights to the film were sold out across the world, according to Variety, with distributors FilmNation later posting on Facebook that it “has been a pretty good Cannes”. The US company has also sold out the rights to the starry all-female big-budget spy caper “355” starring Jessica Chastain, Penelope Cruz, Marion Cotillard and Fan Bingbing, which was unveiled at Cannes.

Another Soviet-era movie, “Gareth Jones”, about the Welsh writer of the same name, has also sparked a lot of interest at the festival.

The journalist, played by James Norton of “McMafia” fame, helped expose the Holodomor, the man-made famine that many blame on Stalin in early 1930s Ukraine in which millions died. Polish director Agnieszka Holland has wrapped shooting in Poland and Ukraine, with final scenes due to be filmed in Scotland later this month.— AFP

Benedict Cumberbatch plays a Russian military intelligence officer who tipped off Britain and the US about Soviet missiles in Cuba. PHOTO: AFP
Over 120 Buddha images from Nyaungyan Period discovered in PyinOoLwin

Over 120 Buddha images from the Nyaungyan period (1665-1752) in Myanmar history were discovered at a village in PyinOoLwin Township recently during the conservation of two pagodas.

The villagers found the Buddha images when they cleared a banyan tree which covered the two pagodas at the Shwealamin Monastery in Pinlein East Village in PyinOoLwin Township.

The antiques were found inside the relic chambers of the two pagodas. The villagers made the conservation efforts following a suggestion from a 80-year-old villager that there were two pagodas under the banyan trees.

“The Buddha images are from the Nyaungyan Period, and they are believed to be about 400 years old,” said Tanmawady U Win Maung, a prominent expert for historic architecture in Myanmar.

—Min Htet Aung (Mandalay Sub-Printing House)

Allan Carr: The rise and fall of a Hollywood hedonist

LOS ANGELES—Armed with a bulging contacts book and a luxury pad with its own disco overlooking Beverly Hills, bombastic impresario Allan Carr threw the Hollywood parties that defined the 1970s.

The producer launched countless careers with stage hits like “La Cage aux Folles” and “Grease” but was notorious for his diamond-en-crusted caftans, garish yellow eyeshadow, being gay, he never formally acknowledged it publicly. The word ‘flamboyant’ was used to describe him, a code word,” says the film’s Emmy-winning director Jeffrey Schwarz. “Using humor and outrageousness to gain entry into a conservative industry, Allan Carr furthered the acceptance of gay identity just by being himself.”

Star-maker

Born Allan Solomon to a Jewish family in Chicago, Carr worked at Playboy before reinventing himself as a party planner, arranging a black-tie evening for Truman Capote in an abandoned Los Angeles jail.

His talent agency managed Tony Curtis, Peter Sellers, Joan Rivers and “Mama” Cass Elliot, and he is credited with discovering numerous other stars, including Olivia Newton-John, Mark Hamill and Steve Gutenberg.

Carr impressed with his marketing know-how on several of Bee Gees manager and Hollywood producer Robert Stigwood’s movies, including rock opera “Tommy” and “Saturday Night Fever.”

For his next project, an unfauceted musical called “Grease,” Stigwood entrusted Carr not only with the marketing and premiere party, but also writing the screenplay and co-producing.

Shot over two months in LA for $6 million, it was eviscerated by critics but ended up grossing $400 million and was the most successful movie musical of all time until “Mamma Mia!” 30 years later. Carr’s showmanship was never in doubt but his instincts as a producer were notoriously inconsistent. Among his biggest flops was the flamboyant, spectacularly awful $20 million Village People origin story “Can’t Stop the Music,” a big screen musical brought out in 1980, long after disco went out of vogue.

In 1983 Carr came back fighting with a hugely successful musical version of the Broadway play “La Cage aux Folles” that ran for five years, picking up six Tony Awards.

Cringeworthy

“It was a revolutionary portrayal, made more poignant by the fact that it was released at the height of the AIDS crisis. Allan Carr was the last great showman of the 20th Century,” said Schwarz. His reputation for lavish parties brought ABC calling, and in 1989 he created a 61st Annual Academy Awards that he promised would be a transformation from the dry, staid production it had been.

Instead it was a laughing stock, culminating in a cringe-worthy duet with squeaky-voiced Eileen Bowman and a tone deaf Rob Lowe that prompted the New York Times to award it “a permanent place in the annals of Oscar embarrassments.”—AFP
AS part of the preparation for international football tournaments that will be held later this year, the Myanmar men's national team will play a friendly with China's national team in Nanjing, China on 26 May, according to the Myanmar Football Federation.

Myanmar's national team will be in camp in Yangon on 20 May and will start their training for the match on 21 May, said a football official.

Myanmar team will be headed by its new head coach Antoine Hey. The team will leave for China on 24 May and will test a friendly match on 26 May, he added. The Chinese Football Association was founded in 1924 by the People's Republic of China and joined FIFA in 1931.

Although China lost all their matches and failed to score a goal in their FIFA World Cup debut in 2002, qualifying for the tournament has been considered the greatest accomplishment in the country's football history.

China has won the EAFF East Asian Cup twice, in 2005 and 2010, and have been runners-up at the AFC Asian Cup twice, in 1984 and 2004.

Controversial cull strengthened Super Rugby, says Stormers coach

CAPE TOWN — Super Rugby's controversial axing of three teams has left the southern hemisphere league much stronger and more competitive, Western Stormers coach Robbie Fleck said on Friday.

Fleck refused to comment on speculation that other South African teams would follow the Cheetahs and Southern Kings, both cut last year, to Europe's PRO14. But he said the move to slim Super Rugby from 18 teams to 15, which also involved the acrimonious exit of Australia's Western Force, had improved the level of competition.

"With those two South African sides and the one Australian side exiting, it's made the competition tougher," said Fleck, ahead of Saturday's game against Japan's Sunwolves in Hong Kong.

"There's certainly no more easy games and with the improvement of both (Argentina's) Jaguares and the Sunwolves it certainly now is a competition that I think that people want to watch and that we want to be involved in.

"The future of Super Rugby, I won't comment on that but right now I feel that they've made the correct changes in terms of the format." The way forward for Super Rugby remains unclear, after years of expansion ended abruptly following recognition that the globe-spanning competition had become unwieldy. Governing body SANZAAR has said all options are on the table, including contraction and renewed expansion. The United States is reportedly one area of interest for the competition.—AFP

Myanmar to play friendly with national football team from China

Myanmar national football team seen at an international football match.

PHOTO:MFF

Nadal eases past Shapovalov, Djokovic back challenging in Rome

ROME — Rafael Nadal brushed aside Canadian teenager Denis Shapovalov with a 6-4, 6-1 victory at the Italian Open as Novak Djokovic showed he is on the comeback trail by reaching his first quarter-final of 2018 on Monday.

The 31-year-old Nadal will face Italian Fabio Fognini in the last eight as he looks to retake the world number one ranking from Roger Federer by winning an eighth Rome title this week.

Nadal has already won his 11th titles in Monte Carlo and Barcelona during the current clay-court season, but has lost in the quarter-finals in each of the last three years in Italy.

He was far too strong for Shapovalov, taking the opening set with a break in the seventh game before racing through the second to gain a measure of revenge for his shock defeat by the 19-year-old in Montreal last year.

"I think Rafa played incredible today," said Shapovalov. "He's been playing at a really high level for this whole clay season. So, you know, it's credit to him. He was just simply too good today."

Top seed Nadal recorded his 20th clay-court win of the year while Shapovalov will at least have the consolation of becoming the Canadian number one on Monday. "It was a solid match for me," said Nadal. "I started with some mistakes on the return. But with my serve, I didn't lose many points. At the beginning, I really think that he was serving big. I got the break in the 3-all. And then the match changed. He probably stopped to serve that big a little bit, and I was a little bit too relaxed."

The Spaniard will next take on Fognini, a player he holds a 10-3 record against including five straight wins in their most recent matches.

Fognini got past Germany's Peter Gojowczyk 6-4, 6-4. Meanwhile, Djokovic moved into his first quarter-final since Wimbledon last July when he defeated Spain's Albert Ramos-Vinolas 6-1, 7-5.—AFP